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Abstract. We present a new database of alpha enhanced evolutionary tracks and isochrones,
computed with PARSEC (the PAdova & TRieste Stellar Evolution Code). The new isochrones
are tested against Color-Magnitude Diagrams of well studied Globular Clusters, tacking into
account multiple population effects. They are also compared with observations of dwarf stars
in the Solar vicinity. After these preliminary computations, we will provide the full sets of
isochrones with chemical compositions suitable for Globular Clusters and Bulge stars, that will
be fully implemented into galaxy simulators. We will also provide new models suitable for the
analysis of unresolved stellar populations in early type galaxies.
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1. Range of parameters
In current PARSEC isochrones (Bressan, et al. (2012), Chen, et al. (2014)), the initial

metallicity is in the range from Z = 0.0001 to 0.07 (the present-day Suns metallicity
is Z� = 0.01524). The initial mass is from 0.1 M� to 12 M� . The alpha abundance
[α/Fe] = 0. The age of the star is from 0.1 Gyr to 14 Gyr. The RGB mass loss rate is
η = 0.2. Helium fraction Y follows the relation: Y = 0.2485+1.78 Z. The new isochrones
will be computed for low metallicity (Z=0.00001 to 0.008) stars and α enhancement
[α/Fe] = 0.2, 0.4. The initial mass is from 0.1 to 350 M� , and the stellar age from 0.1
Myr to 14 Gyr. Several values of Helium around the previous relation will be considered
to allow multiple populations fitting with different helium. We recall here that when
we change the fractional abundance by the number of heavy elements to obtain a new
distribution, their fractional abundance by mass is re-normalized in such a way that the
global metallicity, Z, is kept constant.
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Figure 1. Isochrones fitting for 47Tuc with alpha-enhanced metal mixture Z = 0.0056 Y =
0.256, Z = 0.0055 Y = 0.276, and different helium contents around. Different lines represent
different mixtures as the legend shows. The grey dot data are from the HST ACS Globular
Cluster survey (Sarajedini, et al. (2007)) , while the black dots are from Kalirai, et al. (2012).
The isochrones are transformed from the theoretical tracks to the HST ACS/WFC color brand
F606W (broad V) and F814W (I). The details of the Horizontal Branch region (the upper right
panel) and Turn-off region (the lower right panel) are also shown.

2. Preliminary computation
We present here some results of the preliminary computations. The examples are with

the metallicity of the Galactic Globular cluster 47Tuc (NGC104). The metal mixture
with alpha enhancement for the two populations (Z = 0.0056, Y = 0.256 and Z = 0.0055,
Y = 0.276) are based on recent spectroscopic and photometric surveys of 47Tuc stars in
different evolutionary phases, from the main sequence close to the turn-off, to the giant
phase (RGB, HB and AGB). In order to show how the variation of helium abundance Y
affects the stellar evolutionary tracks and isochrones, and its connections with the RGB
mass loss, some other Y values around the adopted ones for each population are also
presented: Z = 0.0056, Y = 0.276 and Z = 0.0055, Y = 0.296, Z = 0.0055, Y = 0.316.
Fig.1 shows the behaviors for different mixtures. Other isochrones with helium fraction
between the selected values should locate between the plotted ones. With higher helium
content, the horizontal branch is bluer, more extended and more luminous. There are
two sets of data in the figure, the black ones are from Kalirai, et al. (2012), while the
grey ones are the well-measured ACS GC survey data (Sarajedini, et al. (2007)) selected
with method from Milone, et al. (2012)

The RGB mass loss rate η also affects the horizontal branch evolution. Table 1 lists
the average mass loss during RGB phase in the unit of M� for different η.
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Table 1. The mass loss in the RGB, in unit of M� for different RGB mass loss rate η.

η 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.35 0.40

mass loss ( M� ) 0.097 0.123 0.149 0.178 0.208
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